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ABSTRACT

Image appeal is determined by factors such as exposure, white
balance, motion blur, scene perspective, and semantics. All
these factors influence the selection of the best image(s) in a
typical photo triaging task. This paper presents the results of
an exploratory study on how image appeal affected selection
behavior and visual attention patterns of 11 users, who were
assigned the task of selecting the best photo from each of 40
groups. Images with low appeal were rejected, while highly
appealing images were selected by a majority. Images with
higher appeal attracted more visual attention, and users spent
more time exploring them. A comparison of user eye fixation
maps with three state-of-the-art saliency models revealed that
these differences are not captured by the models.

Index Terms— Image appeal, Photowork, Triaging, Eye
fixations, Visual attention, Saliency

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of inexpensive digital cameras with exten-
sive storage capacity, users tend to take multiple pictures of
the same scene, and select the best picture(s) afterwards. It is
now fairly standard practice to take 2-3 shots of a scene, and
up to 8-10 shots for certain situations [1], e.g., family photos
with kids or wedding ceremonies. Consequently, photo se-
lection or “triaging” is an important task when working with
digital photo collections.

Prior research [2] has noted that aspects such as lighting
conditions (exposure and white balance), scene framing and
perspective, face and body pose, actions of people in the scene
as well as basic image quality collectively contribute to image
appeal (IA) and play an important role in the selection of a
representative set of photos from an image collection. Build-
ing an automated photo triaging system would entail predict-
ing interesting regions in each photo, while considering IA-
related aspects, and then determining the most appealing im-
age(s). Therefore, we set out to better understand how people
engage their visual attention during a typical photo triaging
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task involving multiple images with differing IA. This paper
attempts to answer the following questions:

1. Are visual attention characteristics influenced by IA-
related differences?

2. If certain aspects of visual attention are indeed sensitive
to the degree of image appeal, how well do existing
saliency models reflect these phenomena?

We performed a photo triaging study where 11 users were
asked to select the best image from each of 40 groups. Each
group comprised images having similar content; apart from
some object/camera motion across images, they also differed
with respect to one or more IA factors. As users performed
the task, their eye movements were recorded using an eye
tracker. Our experiments suggest that, while the general re-
gions fixated upon by participants are consistent across im-
ages, there are significant differences between the visual at-
tention patterns observed for good and bad quality photos.

We then employed three static saliency models incorpo-
rating low and high level features to generate saliency maps
for the image groups, and compared the results against the
observed eye fixation maps. The saliency models do not ef-
fectively reflect the changes in attention patterns when quality
differences exist, motivating the need for further research in
this regard.

2. RELATED WORK

Pioneering work on what interests people as they compare
images is described in [3]. Apart from image quality is-
sues such as motion blur and exposure, this study observes
that local structure changes (e.g., pose and facial expression
changes, occlusions and appearance changes) are identified
as key regions of interest during comparisons. These changes
are modeled using parameters such as optical flow field di-
vergence along with factors influencing single image saliency
to develop a co-saliency model, which is then used to create
collection-aware crops. While this work explores factors af-
fecting photo triaging, an actual triaging task is not posed to
users, and the comparison is restricted to pairs of images.

Another study investigating how people compare retar-
geted (intelligently resized) images against originals is [4].
The main findings of this work are that (a) when semantically



relevant image content is removed during retargeting, there
are significant differences between eye fixation maps for the
original and retargeted images, and (b) even if the retargeting
procedure induces large artifacts in semantically less salient
regions, such changes go unnoticed. However, this study also
does not involve a typical triaging task.

The influence of a free-viewing task vs. a picture qual-
ity assessment task on visual attention patterns is examined
in [5]. This study observes that a quality comparison task
has a significant effect on eye movements– higher fixation
durations are observed on unimpaired pictures compared to
quality-impaired images, suggesting that observers tend to
memorize some image parts. While [5] relates to image qual-
ity and impairments, we are concerned with image appeal,
which involves a host of other factors as mentioned above.

A user study that investigates what constitutes image ap-
peal is [6]. This study reveals that an image may be appealing
because certain image regions are appealing. From the user
study, a number of low-level factors are identified and com-
bined to measure a set of image appeal metrics. Two image
appeal metrics are discussed, one that ranks images based on
image appeal and correlates very well with human ranking,
and a second which does well at retrieving highly appealing
images from a collection. However, this user-study only in-
volves interviews with photographers rather than end-users
and does not consider an image triaging task as such.

3. PHOTO TRIAGING EXPERIMENT

3.1. Test Material

40 image groups typical of photo collections were used in
our study, all of which depicted family or social scenes (peo-
ple performing various activities), representative of personal
photo albums or online photos. Each group represented a
scene captured by 3-5 shots taken in sequence, which varied
mainly due to (a) lighting variations owing to changes in cam-
era exposure and white balance (7 groups), (b) motion blur,
where some scene objects appear blurred due to camera or
object motion (8 groups), (c) perspective changes (8 groups),
where the semantically relevant scene objects appeared either
closer/farther from the camera (zoom variations) or near the
center/periphery of the scene, and (d) scene semantics relating
to the pose and/or facial expressions of persons in the scene
(8 groups). The remaining 9 groups involved combinations of
these factors. Fig. 1 presents one exemplar group for each of
these factors.

3.2. Experimental Set-up and Protocol

11 university students (5 male, 6 female) aged 20-33 years
with normal or corrected eyesight participated in the photo
triaging study. They were paid a token fee for participation.
All participants were naive to the purpose of the experiment
and were simply asked to ‘select the best or most appealing

image’ from each of the groups. To this end, they viewed
the images of size 800 × 600 pixels on a 21.5” LED monitor
from a distance of ≈60 cm with their heads firmly placed on
a chin-rest. The order of presentation of the 40 groups was
randomized across subjects. As participants viewed the im-
ages, their eye movements were recorded using the EyeLink
1000 eye-tracker. The eye-tracker had a sampling frequency
of 2 kHz and was accurate to within 0.25◦ of visual angle.

Participants could interactively access the next/previous
image in the group using the right/left arrow keys for compar-
ing images, and select the best image by pressing the return
key. While subjects could view an image for as long and for as
many times as they desired, a maximum selection time limit
of 30 seconds per group was set, failing which a null selection
was assumed. To ensure eye-tracker accuracy, re-calibration
was performed after every 10 groups.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Image Selections

Denoting the presentation of each image group as a trial, there
were totally 11 (subjects)×40 (groups) = 440 trials. Of these,
a valid best image selection was made in all-but-two trials.
Subjects carefully compared images in each group before se-
lecting the best image: in 365 trials, at least one image per
group was revisited by users, and the mean proportion of im-
ages reviewed prior to selection was found to be 0.84. For 32
out of the 40 groups, over 50% of the participants concurred
on their best image selections.

For 19 of the 32 groups with majority agreement, the last
image in the group was chosen as the best. This was per-
haps because most groups depicted snapshots of an event, and
photographers usually attempt to capture progressively bet-
ter representations of the event of interest. However, when
the final image was affected by IA-related quality issues, it
was rejected in favor of a preceding and more appealing im-
age (Fig.1b,c). Overall, users selected those images that (a)
were devoid of lighting and blur defects, (b) contained the
objects of interest captured at maximum resolution and near
the image center (center bias), (c) captured most people in the
scene facing the camera and exhibiting prominent facial ex-
pressions. We also determined the least appealing or worst
image from each group based on the ratings of three inde-
pendent experts. The images with best and worst appeal for
the groups in Fig.1 are highlighted using blue and red borders
respectively.

4.2. Visual Attention Characteristics

Human eye movements comprise saccades (rapid eye move-
ments enabling selective attention) and fixations (rest state
during which visual information is assimilated). Given the
nature of images used in the study, most eye fixations were
observed on people (and predominantly on their faces) and



(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 1. Images varied mainly due to (a) lighting changes, (b) motion blur, (c) perspective, and (d) scene semantics. The blue
and red borders respectively highlight the best (based on majority agreement) and worst images in each group.

the objects they were interacting with (e.g., ball, knife, etc.).
While analyzing eye movements, we considered only

those 32 groups which had majority consensus on the best
image. Per subject, we computed the proportion of fixations,
saccades, and total fixation duration for each image in the
group. On average, 44.1% fixations and 45.9% saccades
were made on the photo the user selected; that image also
accounted for 41.2% of the duration fixated over the entire
group. Therefore, participants’ visual attention resources
were biased towards the image they found most appealing.

Intuitively, one would expect users to also give consider-
able attention to the first image, in order to understand the
visual content, and subsequently focus on differences dur-
ing picture comparisons. We aggregated the data for all sub-
jects and computed how much visual attention was devoted
to the first image, best image (as per majority vote), and re-
maining images in the group. For 23 groups where the best
photo was different from the first, these accounted for 35.8%,
40.1%, and 23.8% of the group fixation duration respectively,
whereas for the remaining 9 groups, the first (best) photo ac-
counted for 50.8%.

We then focused on the best (most appealing) and worst
(least appealing) images. If certain aspects of visual atten-
tion are influenced by differences in image appeal, one can
expect them to differ at least for the best and worst images. A
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test confirmed a sig-
nificant difference in fixation duration for the best and worst
images (p < 10−7). Another visual attention aspect we were
concerned with was the fixation entropy, which measures the
breadth of scene details covered by user fixations. Upon pool-
ing user fixation maps, we measured entropy of the cumula-
tive map for the best and worst photos. Across all pairs, mean
entropy for the best image was higher than the worst image
(2.4 vs. 2) and a two-sample t-test showed a significant en-
tropy difference between the best-worst pairs (p < 10−4).

Since IA differences can be construed as a change in the
level-of-detail between the best and worst images, this result

mirrors the finding of [7], which explores how image reso-
lution affects eye fixation patterns. The authors observe that
when the image size is gradually reduced (thereby simulat-
ing a blur at normal viewing resolution), the fixation entropy
reduces until that point where people can still perceive the
image gist. The fact that more scene details are explored for
the higher-quality (or best) images is also evident from Fig. 2,
where the average fixation map is overlaid on the worst and
best images (rendered as alpha channel for see-through effect)
for three of the groups shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Average fixation maps overlaid on the worst (left) and
best (right) images from the groups shown in Fig.1a–c.

In summary, our analysis showed that (a) participants
largely concurred on their choice of the best image for most
(32/40) photo groups, (b) the best or most appealing image
in each photo group attracted maximum visual attention, ac-
counting for at least 40% of the time spent examining the
entire group, and (c) the breadth of scene details explored
was significantly higher for the best image as compared to
the worst. All of these suggest that visual attention patterns
were reflective of differences in image appeal.



5. EYE FIXATION MAPS VS. SALIENCY MODELS

In this section, we examine how well three state-of-the-art
saliency algorithms model IA-related visual attention charac-
teristics. We consider only spatial saliency algorithms, even
though the image groups involve object/camera motion, as
image appeal is intrinsic to a particular photo.

We generated saliency maps corresponding to the mod-
els described in [8, 9, 10] for the 32 image groups. The At-
tention based on Information Maximization (AIM) model [8]
defines bottom-up saliency based on maximizing the informa-
tion sampled from the image, upon learning an independent
component analysis basis from a set of natural images. The
Saliency Using Natural Statistics (SUN) model [9] combines
bottom-up and top-down information to compute the saliency
map using the difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) and ICA filters.
The Judd et al. saliency model [10] combines bottom-up fea-
tures [11], mid-level gist [12], and top-down face [13], per-
son, and car features [14] to compute the final saliency map.

5.1. Evaluation Metrics

To compare the user eye fixation and saliency maps, we used
similarity score [15] and area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve or AUC. The similarity score
measures how similar two maps are. In each map, the distri-
bution of saliency values at pixel locations (i, j) is normalized
so as to sum to one, and the similarity score is computed as
the sum of the minimum values at each point:

S =
∑
∀i,j

min(Pi,j , Qi,j) with
∑
∀i,j

Pi,j =
∑
∀i,j

Qi,j = 1.

The AUC indicates how well a saliency map predicts human
fixations. In the AUC scoring method, one set of values are
sampled from human fixated locations (Sfix). A second set
of values are obtained by randomly drawing samples from a
uniform distribution over the saliency map (Srand). These
two sets of values are then thresholded using different cut-
offs τ to determine true positives (Sfix > τ ) and false posi-
tives (Srand > τ ), and generate the ROC curve. Area under
the ROC curve gives the AUC score. An AUC score of 1.0
means that saliency values at all fixated locations are higher
than those at randomly selected locations, whereas AUC≤0.5
implies that saliency values at fixated locations are similar to,
or lower than, those at random locations.

5.2. Observations

We compared the eye fixation maps and saliency maps gener-
ated by the three models for the best and worst image in each
group based on the similarity and AUC scores. Eye fixations
were predicted at better than chance level by all saliency mod-
els in both cases. Nevertheless, we found that the similarity
and AUC score distributions for the best and worst images
did not vary significantly for the three saliency models as per
the KS test (Fig. 3a). This is surprising as one would expect

a saliency model to work better for the best images as com-
pared to the worst images, which were impaired by factors
such as lighting and blur. Given that significant differences

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Significance levels obtained on comparing simi-
larity/AUC score distributions for the best and worst images.
(b) Boxplot for the distribution of similarity between fixa-
tion/saliency maps for the best-worst image pairs.

(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Saliency maps for the worst (left) and best (right)
images from the photo groups shown in Fig. 1a (a) and Fig. 1b
(b) as computed from the Judd et al. saliency model [10].

were observed between the user fixation patterns for the best
and worst images, one would also expect some dissimilarity
between the saliency maps for the best-worst image pairs, if
the saliency algorithms perfectly modeled human visual at-
tention. Therefore, we compared the similarity between (i)
fixation maps for the best-worst image pairs, and (ii) saliency
maps for the same (Fig. 3b). The median similarity score be-
tween user fixation maps for the best and worst images was
found to be slightly less than 0.5. In contrast, the saliency
maps for the best-worst image pairs were found to be quite
similar (median similarity score of 0.78 or higher). Exemplar
saliency maps generated using [10] for the best and worst im-
ages from two photo groups (Fig. 4) support this observation.
Cumulatively, the above results imply that the saliency mod-
els do not effectively capture differences in user fixation pat-
terns owing to IA-related differences, motivating the need for
further research in this direction.

6. CONCLUSION

The present study clearly demonstrates that image appeal (IA)
plays a crucial role in photo triaging. Visual attention is sen-
sitive to IA-related differences, such that attention patterns
significantly differ for the most and least appealing photos
in a group. However, these differences are not captured by
current saliency models. Future work involves extending the
dataset to include a wider range of scene types, and develop-
ing saliency models sensitive to IA-related aspects.
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